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This chapter offers a big picture description of
instructional playbooks. It covers what an instructional playbook is, why it is important, how it is
created, who uses it, and how it is used. You can
skip this chapter if you know why you need a playbook and if you prefer to learn without a big picture
overview of what you are learning.
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To truly cherish the things that are

important to you, you must first discard
those that have outlived their purpose.
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marie kondo
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At the time of this writing, Tidying Up With Marie Kondo is a popular

ro

program on Netflix, based on Ms. Kondo’s popular book, The LifeChanging Magic of Tidying Up: The Japanese Art of Decluttering and
Organizing (2014). According to Ms. Kondo, a world-renowned tidying

rB

“The clarity that the playbook

expert, “life truly begins after you have put your house in order” (p.

lectually and emotionally

204). On the program, each week she coaches people who have piles
and piles of possessions, and by the end of an episode, she helps

coaches feel competent.”

them clear away the clutter to find more order and joy in their lives.

hilary herrmann

Some school leaders are a bit like the people in Marie Kondo’s

H

feel competent. It also helps

Professional Learning Coordinator for
Poudre School District, Fort Collins,
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brings helps teachers intel-

Colorado

program, but instead of hoarding possessions, they hoard teaching
strategies. Their intent is unquestionably good; there are so many
issues to deal with in a school district, and more strategies always
seem needed to help address them. But too often, the more strategies that are proposed, the less teachers implement them, figuring
“this too shall pass.” To get beyond this impasse, what districts
need is a tool to help them “do a Marie Kondo” on their strategies—
that tool is the instructional playbook.

What Is an Instructional
Playbook?
An instructional playbook is a concise, precise document that

at
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summarizes the essential information about evidence-based

development.
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instructional playbook are at the heart of a district’s professional

The term “playbook” may be used to describe a script for a play, to
document workflow in business, or even as the name for a tablet

nl
ow

computer, but the term is best known, at least in North America, for
its use in athletics. In sports, playbooks are compilations of plays
that athletes rehearse during practice so that when the coach
calls out the name of a play during the pressure of a tough game,
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the players immediately know what to do. Mary Webb, director of

ro

elementary instruction in Frisco, Texas, and a Dallas Cowboys fan,
identified many similarities between instructional and athletic
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playbooks in our interview with her.

I think an instructional playbook is very similar to
the playbooks used in football. We’re looking at the
kids and we’re choosing a strategy, hoping that it’s
going to have a positive impact, just like a football
coach would do when he wants to see how to get
that ball down the field.

Jim first got the idea for instructional playbooks during an airplane
conversation with an executive from a well-known software corporation about coaching and professional learning. As part of the discussion, Jim asked how the firm ensured that people in the organization
learned how to do the many different things they needed to do. The
executive responded with a simple answer, “We create playbooks.”

5 |

teachers and students. In most cases, the teaching strategies in an

Chapter O ne

teaching strategies that instructional coaches use to support

“Playbooks,” she explained, “are clear and concise explanations of the
processes and practices our employees implement.” Jim took note,
and that day the idea at the heart of this book was born.

The most effective playbooks are lean and clean. If playbooks are
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complicated, filled with complex writing, diagrams, and dozens
of teaching strategies, they are less likely to help instructional

coaches get the deep knowledge they need to effectively explain
and model strategies for teachers. To ensure that playbooks are
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clear, concise, focused, and therefore easy to use, we recommend
that they include only three parts:
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1.
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A table of contents (see chapter 2) that itemizes the teaching

strategies included in the playbook.

2.

A one-pager (see chapter 3) for each teaching strategy that

explains the purpose of the strategy, the research supporting it,
and what the teacher and students are doing during the use of the
strategy.

3.

A sufficient number of checklists (see chapter 4) for the

teaching strategies in the playbook so that coaches can precisely
describe them, thereby making it as easy as possible for teachers
to implement them effectively and efficiently.

Why Instructional Playbooks
Are Necessary
Instructional playbooks are organizational tools that coaches use to

it needs to go is a primary

powerful, student-focused goals. Instructional playbooks are typically

task of leadership.”

the missing link in translating research into practice because, even after
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reading books or attending professional development sessions, too

often teachers don’t have the specific, practical information they need to

daniel goleman

implement teaching strategies effectively. To do so, they need the strategies to be translated into explicit, actionable knowledge. Instructional

1.
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playbooks help make this possible in at least five ways.

Instructional playbooks help educators identify the highest-im-

pact teaching strategies. The very act of creating an instructional

w

playbook forces educators to sort through all the strategies they have

ro

purchased or disseminated in one way or another and identify those
strategies that will have the highest impact on learning and students’

rB

well-being. As we explain in chapter 2, identifying the highest-impact

strategies involves reviewing the research on practices, identifying
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typical goals teachers set for students, discussing the specific needs of

students, and then choosing no more than 15 to 20 high-yield strategies.

2.

Instructional playbooks lead to deep knowledge. Teachers are

under constant pressure to implement new teaching strategies, but
translating those strategies from books or other sources into action
can be difficult and complicated. As a result, teachers often need the
support of instructional coaches to acquire the deep knowledge of new
strategies. To be effective, instructional coaches and other professional
developers need to acquire a deep understanding of the teaching strategies they share, and creating playbooks helps them do just that.

C hapter O ne

those strategies to teachers so the teachers and their students can meet

7 |

“Directing attention to where
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help them focus on high-impact teaching strategies and then explain

That is, when they create a playbook, coaches need to review the
research, identify the core purpose of each strategy, identify how
it will be used by teachers and students, and then create checklists that identify important aspects of each strategy. The deep
work involved in creating a playbook increases the likelihood
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that coaches will be more effective and, as a result, that teachers
will find it easier to implement new strategies effectively. In

short, playbooks help instructional coaches be more successful

with students.

3.

Ed
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with teachers, which in turn helps teachers be more successful

Instructional playbooks build a shared vocabulary. When

educators start to create an instructional playbook, they often

nl
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realize that they do not hold shared definitions of key educational
terms. For example, when Ann worked with a group of educational leaders and coaches in a large school district in Texas, it
quickly became clear to the people in the room that many of them

w

had very different understandings of the terms “differentiation”

ro

and “scaffolding.” One of the participants said what no doubt many
of the people in the room were thinking, “If we’re the leaders in
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this district and we don’t know what these words mean, how can
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we expect our teachers to implement them?”

Clarifying the meaning of concepts such as differentiation,
scaffolding, engagement, and growth mindset, helps people see
learning and interactions in a clearer way in the classroom. Some
words make the invisible, visible. The simple act of talking about
and working to develop a shared, deeper understanding is very
meaningful professional development.

4.

Instructional playbooks reduce stress. For some coaches and

teachers, the playbook is important because it relieves stress. When
some teachers request coaching support, they do so because they
feel anxious about something that is or isn’t happening in their
classroom. So when a coach is able to share some strategies from

a playbook, it can be a stress reliever for the teacher. Additionally,
coaches may feel anxious if they don’t know what they can do to
help teachers. A playbook, in many cases, ensures that coaches are
prepared to help teachers with the issue that is most important to

at
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them and their students.

the playbook is that it is a tool that coaches can use to increase

teachers’ hope. Shane Lopez, one of the world’s leading experts on

Ed
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hope, describes hope as encompassing three factors (2014). First,

when people have hope, they have a preferred future, a goal that
describes “where [they] want to go, what [they] want to accomplish, who [they] want to be” (p. 24). Second, people who have hope
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have “agency,” a belief that they “can make things happen” (p. 25)
and that their actions will enable them to reach their goal. Finally,
hope requires pathways, “plans that carry [people] forward” (p. 25).

w

shane lopez’s elements of hope
Goals
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»

Agency

»

Pathways
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In many ways, coaches and other professional developers

empower teachers to experience hope. Coaches partner with
teachers to identify goals and often help teachers to see that
they, as Lopez says, “can make things happen.” The instructional
playbook is important for fostering hope because it documents
and clarifies strategies coaches can share with teachers to help
them see the pathways to their goals. When a teacher sees that
a different approach to questioning may increase his students’
cognitive engagement, the teacher begins to have hope.

C hapter O ne

Instructional playbooks foster hope. A final advantage of
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5.

